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Eleanor Harwood Gallery presents:

New Work by Claire Colette

small moves in strange rooms

Claire Colette, Salle d’attende, 2014, graphite on paper, 42x36 inches

A Solo Exhibition

Exhibition Dates: May 31– July 12, 2014
Opening Reception: May 31st | 4-7 PM



May 12, 2014 (San Francisco, CA) - Eleanor Harwood Gallery is pleased to
present small moves in strange rooms, the gallery's first solo show of new works
on paper by Claire Colette. Featuring seven drawings and an audiovisual
installation, the show examines phenomenological ideas as applied to spaces;
the theory of how a sense of place is created through the architectural
components and psychological impressions of a room. The gallery will host a
reception for the artist on Saturday, May 31st, from 4 to 7 PM at 1295 Alabama
St., San Francisco, CA 94110.

San Francisco artist Claire Colette continues working with her chosen medium,
graphite on paper, in small moves in strange rooms, using her tight line work and
geometric shapes to explore the impact of space from a concrete and interpretive
perspective. Relating her methodical line work to wavelengths of sound, she
establishes parameters for the drawings around shapes, building them out
through the repetition of lines that resonate like an echo.

This idea is carried over in Speaking softly towards an intimate immensity, a
collaborative audio and visual installation between Claire Colette and Sean Smith
in the back room Project Space. The piece will rely on the participation of the
audience in the room, recording and creating generative sounds within the
space. An extension to the drawings presented in the main space, the work
explores the experience of intimate places, both externally and internally.

Colette often works at this intersection of phenomenological and personal
experience. That is, the physical embodiment of space-its textures, shapes and
colors-as well as the psychic impressions that accumulate as attachments and
associations when dwelling in a space, giving a place its sense of character.
The show's title, small moves in strange rooms, evokes the artist's practice, a
solitary and meditative experience, directly linked to its place of creation by way
of the time spent, and impressions accumulated, during the process of her
drawing.

Select works by Colette will also be presented in the Eleanor Harwood Gallery
booth (#202) at artMRKT San Francisco, May 15-18, 2014.

About the Artist

Claire Colette was born in France, and lives and works in San Francisco, CA.
She received her MFA from Mills College in 2013 and has exhibited extensively
in the Bay Area at Toomey Tourell Fine Art, San Francisco; Stephen Wirtz
Gallery, San Francisco; Guerrero Gallery, San Francisco; Mills Museum,
Oakland; ProArts Gallery, Oakland; and K. Imperial Gallery, San Francisco,
among others. Her work is held in private and public collections, including a
recent acquisition by the de Young Museum.



About Eleanor Harwood Gallery

The Eleanor Harwood Gallery opened September 2006. The programming of the
gallery focuses on emerging to mid-career artists exhibiting nationally and
internationally. The roster includes artists that are represented in major American
collections, and the gallery actively promotes and encourages career growth for
represented artists.

Location
1295 Alabama Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

Hours
Wednesday-Thursday, 1-5 PM
Friday-Saturday, 11 AM-6 PM
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